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drums : also, he seemed to me to think it rather silly.
Colson differed and prevailed. For Colson was the only
man at the Emperor's side who knew the value of the
picturesque in propaganda.
On October 2 we had one of our nervous spasms. The
Emperor was going up to the church of Mariam Entoto at
an unbelievably early hour in the morning. We believed
that he might declare the general mobilisation.
The last day of Abyssinian peace opened lovely and
clear. Already at six the sky was frank blue, a light lisp
of wind caught at the eucalyptus, still green and supple
from the rains that were over. I woke early, with that
jBiicker of excitement which decides one to turn out of bed
rather than sleep another three hours. No drilling. No
noise. No dust. The kites were sitting drowsily in the
trees, the servants lazily brushing shoes on the wide ram-
shackle stairs of Mendrakos3 Hotel. Collins called and we
went up to Entoto.
The mountain stands about nine hundred feet above
Addis. Except where the steep shelving road winds over
rock, like a worn watercourse, it is green and covered with
the bluegum. On its summit is the church of Mary,
where every year, after the rains are broken, the Emperor
comes to the celebration of the Mass. Three separate
terraces enclose the octagonal church, in whose dim
interior, divided into two sanctuaries of graded holiness,
hang pictures of the saints in rapture, and the damned in
the reverse. A gold-mounted rifle lay in the Holy of
Holies.
Entoto was Menelik's first capital, an eagle's nest from
which to scan the wide Shoan plain, where even then the
Gallas were possessors. The swell of the foundations of
the houses which he built could still be traced in the rich
turf. It was at Entoto that the order of war before Adowa
was set up, written in heavy Amharic letters on a wide
wooden board.
The road to the mountain-top was full of pilgrims and
the curios. At its side sat wakeful women selling long
strips of red cloth to deck the trees and stones round the
church. Everything was clean and new—the air, the sky,
the fields and a fair proportion of the people. Everybody

